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As with every month, we are cover what's new with Mis-
fit Studios, April's new products, and details on our October 
2014 free PDF giveaway promotion. Read on for details!

What's Going On 
with Misfit Studios

Lots going on with Misfit Studios last month!

First off, we currently have a Kickstarter project going 
for the Adequate Commoner, a Pathfinder RPG product by 
J.M. Perkins. You can access it here.

This Kickstarter project is for a book that provides sug-
gestions, new rules, and more on how to run a game of com-
moner characters. It’s all about doing more with less, with 
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a focus on role-playing and strategy over leveling up for 
power or finding the biggest magical sword.

We’re kicking things off (no pun intended) with a Pay 
What You Want optimization guide for commoners, You’re 
Gonna Die Screaming! This work, also by the author of the 
Adequate Commoner, provides advice and guidance on 
how to make the most of your commoner characters.

On another note, after talking things over with Eden 
Studios, we have been given permission to re-vamp and 
re-release both of our products for the Armageddon Role-
Playing Game. Up first will be Enemies Archived, featuring 
some fixes, clarifications, and some new monsters! I’m also 
colouring the interior artwork and giving the book a new 
look, including a new cover (pictured here.)

Oh yeah, due to popular demand, we’ll be shrinking the 
book down to digest size to better fit alongside the rest of 
your Eden Studios library. Once that’s done, we’ll move on 
to giving Armed Force the same treatment.

So, stay tuned!

Misfit Studios' New Releases

In September, Misfit Studios released the following products:

Eric Lofgren Presents: When Ghouls Attack!

Stock #: MIS9063

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts a trio of adventur-
ers -- a male half-orc warrior, female rogue scouting the scene, and 
a male wizard helping out -- who are unaware of the imminent 
ghoul attack about to surprise them, at 5.75x8” dimensions.

This purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 
dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)
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W Fraser Sandercombe 
Presents: The Conjuration

Stock #: MIS9064

This stock art image by W Fraser Sandercombe originally painted 
in oils, depicts a bared sorceress conducting an outdoors conjuration 
of some demon or other type of mysterious creature not of this world. 

Ideally suited for a cover or full page interior, the image dimensions 
are 8.75” x 11.5” (you may resize and crop it, so long as the signature 
remains), and includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

W Fraser Sandercombe 
Presents: The Pet

Stock #: MIS9065

This stock art image by W Fraser Sandercombe, a full page inked 
illustration, depicts a women (is she a sorceress? Priestess? Goddess?) 
sitting in the forest with her small pet dragon. 

Ideally suited for a cover or full page interior, the image dimensions 
are 8.75” x 11.5” (you may resize and crop it, so long as the signature 
remains), and includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)
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W Fraser Sandercombe 
Presents: Not an Angel

Stock #: MIS9066

This stock art image by W Fraser Sandercombe., a full page inked 
illustration, depicts a women who has the visage of a divine beauty, 
but if you look closely you will see the hint of dark wings concealed 
behind her. She is certainly not an angel.

Ideally suited for a cover or full page interior, the image dimensions 
are 8.75” x 11.5” (you may resize and crop it, so long as the signature 
remains), and includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

You’re Gonna Die Screaming!

Stock #: MIS0020

You’re Gonna Die Screaming, the Optimization Guide to Com-
moners shows you how to take this NPC class out of the background 
and put it at the forefront of your game by helping players make the 
most out of commoner characters.

As an optimization guide, You’re Gonna Die Screaming shows you 
the highs and lows of the choices you make while building a commoner 
character. Knowing which race gives you the most, best helpful abilities 
from the start, which abilities to favor, and which skills and feats will give 
you the most mileage all improve your commoner’s chances of survival.

But, with proper optimization, your commoner’s won’t just survive. 
They can actually thrive!

Your choices are color coded, based upon the author’s explanations and 
opinions, to show you how best to optimize your commoner character.

You’re Gonna Die Screaming also serves as a primer for the Ad-
equate Commoner, the ultimate adequate guide to running a campaign 
centered around commoner characters. Look for this product also com-
ing from Misfit Studios.

Pay What You Want: RPGNow (PDF)

Promotions
No free promotions this month!

There are still plenty of open promotions from previous months (at the time of this newsletter’s release, and also the 
release of You’re Gonna Die Screaming, the Optimization Guide to Commoners, which is a Pay What You Want release 
(meaning it’s free, if you want it to be.)

Alternate Newsletter Access

If you want this newsletter in PDF format, visit the Freebies section of our website.

Keep current with what's going on by visiting the Misfit Studios homepage.
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